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Yun chujiu reminded Liu Cai of some things to take note of. Then, she handed over her two million yuan 

to Liu Cai. “This is my share. The share is still 50-50.” 

 

 

Liu Cai saw that Yun Chujiu was so generous. He took the voice transmission talisman that Yun chujiu 

handed to him and left gratefully. 

 

 

When he was halfway there, he realized that something was wrong. This money was originally earned by 

him. It turned out that Yun chujiu only needed to move her mouth to take half of the shares of the self-

service restaurant? Did he thank her just now? 

 

 

No, the money was supposed to be her share, so it should be her money.. 

 

 

Liu Cai was confused in the end. He didn’t want to think about it anymore. Anyway, he felt that it was 

impossible for him to plot against Yun Chujiu. It was better to be obedient. 

 

 

At this moment, Yun Chujiu was showing off. 

 

 

“How is it? It Won’t be long before the money for the courtyard is out! How do you think I’m so good at 

making money? Was I the god of wealth in my previous life?” 

 

 



The corners of everyone’s eyes twitched. No one paid any attention to her and they all returned to their 

own rooms. 

 

 

A certain jiu saw that no one was there to support her, so she could only return to her bedroom in 

embarrassment. Sigh, Invincible was really lonely.. 

 

 

Five days passed in the blink of an eye. Early in the morning on this day, everyone rushed to the front 

gate of the Hunyuan sect after having breakfast. 

 

 

The front gate was densely packed with people. It was so bustling that it was so noisy that it made one’s 

head hurt. Yun chujiu could not help but wonder, how could they conduct the test with so many people? 

 

 

When Yun Chujiu was stretching her neck and looking around.., she heard someone say, “Cousin Xiao 

Jiu, I reckon that you will be eliminated in the first round. At that time, you will wait for My News at your 

residence. We will discuss the matter of the engagement before you go back.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu looked at Fan Mingchuan speechlessly. “Cousin Mingchuan, are you talking nonsense before 

you wake up? Don’t say that I’ll definitely pass the test. Even if I don’t pass the test, I won’t get engaged 

to you. “If you really want to get married, Sister Bingying is more than happy to do so. Just make do with 

it.” 

 

 

Ye Bingying was both embarrassed and angry at the side. She looked at Fan Mingchuan eagerly, wanting 

to hear what he had to say. 



 

 

Fan Mingchuan’s expression was not very good, but he still said gently, “Cousin Jiu, I like you. How can I 

marry someone else? “Don’t worry. As long as the test is over, I will send someone to the ye family to 

propose marriage. I believe that great-grandfather will definitely agree to our marriage.” 

 

 

After saying that, Fan Mingchuan did not care whether Yun Chujiu agreed or not. He turned around and 

left. 

 

 

Ye Bingying glared fiercely at Yun Chujiu and hurriedly chased after her. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu was simply speechless! 

 

 

It seemed that she had to enter the primordial chaos sect no matter what. Otherwise, old master ye 

might really agree to the fan family’s marriage. 

 

 

Xue Wuji’s eyes flashed. If that facial paralysis knew that little sister Jiu had a persistent suitor, what 

would his reaction be? He was really looking forward to it! 

 

 

Should he tell that facial paralysis? Speaking of which, that facial paralysis had not come over for a long 

time. He did not know if he was still alive. 

 



 

Forget it, let’s pass the test first! 

 

 

At this moment, a loud voice rang out in everyone’s ears. “Contestants, I’m very happy that all of you 

have come to participate in the primordial chaos sect’s entrance test. Now, all of you will enter the first 

round of the test. I wish all of you good luck.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu could hear a strong sense of schadenfreude from these words. It was likely that this first 

round of the test would cause a lot of trouble! Moreover, how could there be a test that did not even 

mention how to pass? Could it be that everyone had to guess for themselves? 

 


